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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR GRADE 7+ BRAINSTORMING SESSIONS


These sample questions are just that. They are intended as a guide only and schools can adjust them according to their needs.

STUDENT BRAINSTORMING

Start by asking the students to tell you what they do outside at different times of the year. Write all responses to questions and note all general comments and ideas for changes or alternative uses of the grounds on a flip chart for future reference. Where appropriate, try to expand upon the responses to the questions about existing conditions and uses. Suggestions for additional questions are shown in parentheses. You can also ask students to draw up plans for their ideal school grounds.


How are different areas of the grounds used?

What do you do outside? (What would you like to be able to do?)

What part of the grounds are used for sports activities?

Does the design of the grounds cater primarily to sports activities and games? (Why?)

Are there any quiet spaces for social interaction?

What are your favourite places? Why?

Do you leave the school grounds during recess? (Where do you go? Why?)

	Are there any out-of-bounds areas? If so, why are they off-limits? (Where students are attracted to shade, quiet or natural surroundings off-site or in off-limits areas, ask students how such places could be replicated elsewhere on the grounds where they can be used by students.)


	What sounds/noises do you hear outside? Is your schoolyard noisy? Is there anywhere where you can get away from the noise? Where? (What sounds would you like to hear? Would you like to have quiet places away from noise, active play and sports where you could sit and read or talk to friends? What would a quiet place be like?)


	Are there any places where bullying or other negative behaviour take place? Where? (What can be done to solve this problem?)


	Are there any natural areas on the grounds? (Would you like to have a more natural outdoor school environment? Would you like to participate in creating, or adding to existing natural spaces?)


	Are there any places on the grounds that are seldom used? Why? (What could be done to make them more interesting, or more accessible to students?)


	Is there any shelter from cold winter wind? Where? (How could more shelter be created?)


	Is there any shade? Where? (Would you like to have more shade? How can more shade be created? Where would you like to have more shade?)


	Is your schoolyard comfortable? Why not? (What can be done to make it more comfortable?)


	Is it colourful outside? (Is the inside of your school colourful? Why? How could the yard be made more colourful by adding, for example, vegetation, murals, sculptures, etc.?)


	Do you use any part of the grounds for hands-on class work? (Would you like to be able to have classes out of doors? How could the grounds be used for science, geography, language arts, art and crafts, science and technology, music, drama, weather monitoring, renewable energy projects, etc.?)


	Is there any seating on the grounds? What kind? What shape? Is it in the right place? Is there enough seating? What condition is it in? (Where can seating be added? Think about how you would like to use the seating. If you designed the seating to suit the things you wanted to do outside, what shape would it be? What would it be made of? Can you think of interesting things to make seating of, such as logs, stumps, rocks, etc.? Could students build their own seating as a class project?)


	Is there any litter in the yard? What does it consist of? Is it generated by the school community or does it blow in from elsewhere? (What do you think could be done about it? Are any animals attracted to the litter? Can you identify them? Do they cause any problems? Do you like them? How can you attract species that you do like?)


	Is there any wildlife on the grounds? What have you seen? Where? (Would you be interested in creating habitat to attract a variety of creatures to your school grounds?)


	What do you think of the fences around your yard? How do they make you feel? (What can be done to improve the look of fencing?)


	What do you think of the views from your schoolyard of the adjacent areas? Are there any views you would like to either preserve or block from view? (How can unsightly views be screened?)


	What do you think of your school building? (Could the look of the building be improved by, for example, adding vegetation, murals, sculptures, etc.?


	Would you like to participate in making your school grounds into a greener place that would help to enhance local biodiversity and reduce the school's ecological footprint? (How can the school community work together to accomplish this?)


	How could areas of the school grounds be transformed into hands-on places for learning (science, environmental studies, weather monitoring stations, wildlife habitat, science and technology, performing and visual arts, etc.)?

	In what ways do you think planning for school grounds transformation can be integrated into the curriculum? (Do you think that learning about the environment at school and taking action to improve environmental health is important?)


	Where can trees and other vegetation be planted to help cool the grounds and reduce energy consumption in the school to help offset the impacts of climate change?


	Would you like to participate in creating quiet, tree-shaded places with seating for quiet activities such as reading, playing chess, eating, class activities, doing homework, or just talking to friends? (What locations on the grounds would be suitable for creating green spaces and places for quiet activities?)


	Would you be interested in helping to redesign the grounds? (Would you be interested in creating, or forming part of a school grounds transformation team?)


	To enhance local biodiversity, would you like to create habitat to attract small mammals, amphibians, birds, butterflies, etc., to your school grounds? (Would you be interested in planning, implementing and maintaining the habitat as well as using it for class studies?)


	What would you like to do about the littering problem?


	Would you like to see a composting centre on the school grounds to help reduce your school’s waste output?


After the brainstorming session, organize the responses into four main groups. For example: Present Activities on the Grounds, General Comments, Green Spaces Wishlist and Sports Areas and Equipment Wishlist. This will help you compare the responses of different age groups, identify problem areas and determine the aspects of school grounds that are most important to the students. 




